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In recent years new lik has been breathed into the anthropological study
of kinship. This volume brings togetber same of Ute sources of ihe new
vitality by exploring local cultures of relatedness in comparative context.
The authors describe what ‘being related’ does for particular people
living in specific localities in Akica, China, India, Madagascar, Alaska,
and Burope. Rather than taking the content of ‘kinship’ for granted,
they build fram first principles a picture of the implications and the lived
experience of relatedness in local contexts. fl is a truism ihat people are
always conscious of connections to other people. Et is equafly a truism
that some of these connections carry particular weight — socially,,
materially, affectively. And, often but not always, these connections can)
be described in genealogica! terms, but they can also be described iq’
other ways.

Consider, for example, the Nuer, who constitute a paradigm of a
lineage-based society aud, as such, a classic case in the anthropological
literature. Nuer are reveated here in very different terms fram those in
which generations of students have come to understand chem (notwith
standing dit complexities of Evans-Pritchard’s (1940, 1951) original
ethnography), In this volume Flutchinson describes how, under Ute
conditions of profound social aud political upheavat experienced in
Southern Sudan, the connections and disconnections of Nuer related
ness have come to be understood not only in terms of bloed and cattie
but atso through Ute media of money, paper, and guns. flat these
media are patentially convertible into each other, aud that food is
convertible into blood, and blood irno milk and semen, lends an
extraordinary degree of transformability to Nuer idioms of relatedness.
This ‘unboundedness’ not only provides a st-ong contrast to Ute ctassic
understandings of Nuer kinship in terms of deseent groups, but has
ifllportant iniplications for how we consider idioms of relatedness more
generally.

Likewise, if we consider Iâupiaq relatedness as described here by
Bodenhorn, much anthropological wisdom about what constitutes
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kinship is called into quescion. Placing a high value on individual
autonomy, Ifiupiar strongly deny that ties deriving from procreation
exert any overriding moral force. Wbereas claims based on different
contributions to productive work are described as permanent, ‘biology’
does not constitute an immutable basis for relations. One of Ute
purposes of this volume is precisely to interrogate the role of biology in
local statements and praetices of relatedness. In this introductory
chapter I sftuate local practices in a breader comparadve context. For
the Iflupiat, it is dear that a rejection of biology as constituting Ute
moral bedrock to kinabip does not mean din relatedness, as locally
constituted, is irrelevant on the contrary, Bodenhorn makes clear that
lûupiat constantly seek to acquire more des through naming practices,
adoption, and marriage. Crucially, however, these ties an seen 8$
optative ratber than given.

The aim of describjng relatedness in indigenous terms appears decep
tively simple. But it is of course part of a more ambitious project. That
project involves assessing where the antbropologicaj study of kinsbip
finds itseif at Ute begiiming of Ute twenty-first century, and where its
future might lie. The study of kinship was the very heart ofanthropology
for nearly a century. In Ute North American, European, and British
schools, from Morgan to Schneider, Durkhejm to Lévi-Strauss, Rivers
and Malinowskj to Radcljffe-Brown and Fortes, the major theorisrs of
anthropology made their mark in the study of kinship (cf. Parkin 1997.
135). Et seemed more or less impossible to imagine what anthropology
would bok like without kinship. And yet froni the 1 970s on, the position
of kinship as a field of study within anthropology has been under
question. ‘Under question’ is sometbing of an understatement. For
most anthropologists confronted with the que.stion ‘Whatever happened
to kinsbip?’, one might say quite simply, as David Schneider did in an
interview published shortly before his death, ‘the kinds of problems
changed’ (1995: 193 4).

In Schneider’s view, the shift away from kinship was part of a general
shift in anthropological understanding from structure to practice, and
from practice to discourse. Kinship lost ground most obviously to
gender. Bur this was part of a wider recasting of titt nature ofsocial and
cubwral life which invobyed Ute breaking down of Ute discrete domains
of economics, politics, religion, and kinsitip which bad defined anthro
pology. This recasting occurred alongside what Schneider termed a
‘democratisatjon of Ute inteblec’tual enterprise’ (1995: 197) in which
concerns about sociab justice, from feminism and Ute civil rights move
ment, were crucial. Schnejder’s view was shaped, of course, by events
inside and outside Ute Norik American academy. Et was more generally
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true, however, titat social stability was no longer the central issue in
anthropology. And in one way or anotiter, tite study ofkinship whecher
in evolutionary, functionalist, or structuralist guise bad been bound up
with explanations of social stability.

But Scitneider also noted that, perhaps surprisingly, kinship in tlie
j990s had ‘risen from its ashes’ (1995: 193) a fact which be attributed
to fentinist work, to studies of gay aud Iesbian kinship, and to Marilyn
Stratkern’s After Nantre (1992). If it is true titat kinship has undergone a
rebirth, tett is no doubt titat Ute ‘new kinsbip’ bob rather different
from its old-style forebears. It has become standard, in works on kinship
published since titt 1 980s, for gender, tbe body, and personhood to
feawre prominently in tite analysis, wbibe relationship rerminologies are
barely referred to, aud ldnship diagrams scarcely make an appearance.
‘Titt ldnds of problems changed.’ This volume is one attempt to under-
stand in what ways titt problems changed, and how kinship might bok
ss a result.

Titt present coflection is intended as bot a new departure and a
return to comparative roots. It begiris to explore how lite issues under
lY1fl~ recent work on kinsitip in Euro-American cukures, on new repro
ductive technologies, on geiider, aud on the social construction of
science in titt West impinge on Ute study af relatedness cross-cukurally.
Much of tis recent work has been concerned with a set of issues about
‘nature’ or ‘biology’ in Euro-American cultures.

A central theme ri~ppJng through this volume is Ute rebationship
be en lite ‘biobogical’ aud the ‘social’. If ‘bioboW or ‘narure’ has been
Ute ding for ~ ‘social’ in titt West, aud this relationship now
appears to have been ‘destabilised’, can we put our understanding of
tius proc s~ of de~bibsation to work in studies of non-Western cul
tures? What kind of relevance does this breaching of our foundational
Ctftajnte~ have for how we understand and compare relatedness cross
Culturally? Ratlier than beginning with a domain of kinship already
ni ked om, titt authors in this volume describe relatedness in terms of
mdigen m a~n and practices some of which may seem to fall
qauteoutsi~~ what antliropobogists have conventionally understood as
kieship. Tite chapters whjch follow suggest not only that biobogy does
‘101 tverywhn~ have Ute kind of foundatiOnal function it has in titt West,
but that titt boundaija bençeen tItt biobogical and lite social which, as
Schneider demonstrated, have been so crucial in Ute study of kinsitip are
ID many Cases distinctly blurred, if they art visible at all. These new
tind ings may force US to conclude that kinship needs to be
tlflVeflted in a post-modern, or to use Brutto Latour’s (1993) term
flo -modem’ spirit.
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A natt on ‘relatedness’

It shauld be elear fram the outset chat chis is a boek with a particular
mission. That mission is to bring together two trends in recent anthro
pology. One trend involves che investigation not just of kinship, but of
‘nature’ and wider knowledge practices in the West. The other, taking a
broad and imaginative view at what might be included under die rubric
‘kinship’, describes the ethnographic particularities of being related in a
specific cultural context. The authors coliected here have all worked on
one ar both sets at probleins.

The particular sim I have sketehed necessarily involves constructing a
seleetive versjon at anthropalogical history. In this introduction I high
Iight a set at issues revolving araund the separation at biological and
social aspects at kinship in anthropology, and I trace ane particular
thread at continuity in recent work. If in places the argument appears
dismissive at previous renditians of ldnship, chis is unintended.! takt it
for granted that in arder to say something differently ane constructs
rather partial versions of what went before (I have made this explicit at
variaus points below). But of course che new relies and builds on dit
old, and I make my full acknowledgement here to che insights and
inspiration provided by the scholars I cite as well ss many chat I do not.

The version of anthropological history which I give below leans
heavily on the work of David Schneider and employs a concept of
culture which may seem more foreign to British readers than to thase
trained in the American anthropological tradition. British students (we
like to think) have been accustomed to think at kinship in terms of the
social as in social rules, social organisation, social practice (see
Bouquet, this volume). American cultural anthropology focuses an
meaning. But my sense is that there has for a long time hen an implicit
rapproehement betwetn these schools which can be attributed ss much
to the influence at Lévi-Strauss and Dumont as to the writings of
American cukural anthropologists.

Particular versions of history sometimes demand different terms. The
authors in this volume use Ute term ‘relatedness’ in opposition to, ar
alangside, ‘kinship’ in order ta signal an openness to indigenons idioms
af being related rather than a reliance on pre-given definitions or a
previous versions. In this intraduction I have also used ‘relatedness’ in a
more specific way in order to suspend a particular ser at assumptions 8
about what is entailed by the cerms social and biological. I use ‘related
ness’ to convey, however unsatisfactorily, a move away from a pre-given e
analytic opposition between Ute biological and the social an which much
anthropolagical study of kinship has rested. As a term, il is at course
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open to criticisms — many of which apply equally to ‘kinship’. The
obvious problem widi relatedness is that eitlier il is used in a restricted
sense to convey relations in some way founded on genealogical connec
don, in which case it is open to similar problems ss kinship, or il is used
in a more general sense to encompass other ldnds of social relations, in
which case it becomes sa broad that it is in danger of ‘becoming
analytically vacuous’ (lioly 1996: 168). Readers wili perceive that
‘relatedness’ offers no neat salutions for dit comparative endeavour
merely that its use has enabled me to suspend one set of assumptions,
aud ta bracket off a particular nexus of problems, in order to frame dit
questions clifferendy. ‘Relatedness’ makes possible comparisons
between Ifiupiat and English or Nuer ways of being related witbout
relying on an arbitrary distinction between biology and culture, and
without presupposing what constitutes kinship.

Issues about dit natural and the social art et’ course central to two
other areas to which anthropologists have recently given much attention:
dit body aud gender (see, for example, Broch-Due, Rudie, and Bleie
1993; Lambek and Strathern 1998). As I discuss below, the parallel is
hardly coincidental. But dit stud>’ of the body and of gender in anthro
pology can be sten as part of a shift away frem kinship in anthropology.
One purpose of this volume is to confront chese issues head on within
dit frame of kinship, rather than taldng a more circuitous tomt via
geuder or dit body. The volume thus reiterates in a new way a very old
tenet of anthropology — dit centrality at Icinship.

This collection also reiterates an ambitious commitnient to the
comparative snidy of kinskip in titt face of an increasing emphasis on
cultural particularism. The reluctance to engage in generalisation is ene
effect of titt sustained anack on titt concept of kinship and the
increasing attention given by anthropologists to dit diversity of dit
meanings of kinship (cf. I4oly 1996: 172—3) — akhough, as Schneider
noted, ‘symbols and meanings can be compared just as easily as modes
of family organisation, titt roles of seniors to juniors, or dit metbods of
agricult~r~’ (1972: 48; cited in Marshall 1977: 656). And, as Andrew
Strathern aud Micitael Lambek (1998: 23) remind us, ethnographic
work is always at least implicitly comparative in that the society at’ titt
antliropologist is inescapably present. In this volume titt analytic lan
guage of kinship, ss weIl as certain Buro-American tt~~y P~°~
and discounes of kinship, explicitly fall within titt comparative frame.

It is noteworthy tliat diere has been almost no prominent collection of
Cssays devoted to die cross-cultural comparison of kinship since titt
pubhcatjo~ of Jack Goody’s edited volumt 7~e ‘ucter oj~in
1973• There have of course been man>’ innovative studies since. But
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these have eitlier focused on kinship in a local or regional etbnographic
context, or have made sometbing else — gender, personhood, houses,
bodies, death, procreation dit main object of comparison, with
kinship emerging as a prominent subsidiary theme.2 I address the
reasons for chis lang gap in what follows. But, If nothing else, it may be
timely to attempt a fresh bok at kinship in coniparative perspective.

My introduetion is thus elearly not intended to provide a history of
the anthropological swdy of kinship since dit nineteenth century. That
task has been undertaken by others (e.g. Kuper 1988). Not do I offer
eitber a new introductory texcbook (e.g. Barnard and Good 1984; Iloly
1996; Paricin 1997) or a comprehensive survey of titt various trends in
kinship studies since the 1970$ (e.g. Peletz 1995).’ Instead, I attempc a
particular talte on ‘whatever bappened to kinship?’ a talte in which
David Scitneider has a pivotal roie, poised as he was, in a unique way,
between tite old-style kinship and titt new.

Whatever bappened to klnship?

Schneider is a key figure for a nwnber of reasons. Although he was at
one time part of the formalist tradidon of kinship studies (see, for
example, Matrilineoi Kinskip (1961), which he co-edited with Kathleen
Gough), his later work was higlily innovative. Hus American Kinskip: A
Cuiruroi Account, which was first published in 1968 and reprinted in a
second edition in 1980, was highly influential for later culturalist
analyses of kinship — a point which I talte up below. A crucial aspect of
Schneider’s influence is the role played in his writings by ‘nature’ ar
‘biology’ aud its separation fram Iaw, which is itseif encompassed by
‘culture’. The signiticance of biology in his writings is aften highly
contradictory (ef. J. A. Barnes 1973: 63 5), but these contradictions are
at the heart of understandings of kinship aud of wider knowledge
practices in Luro-American cultures. The distinction between che bio
logical and titt social is also central to titt analyses of local cukures of
relacedness presented in this volume, aud it is for chis reason that I dwell
on it at some lengtit here.

Schneider’s A Critique of ike Study of Kinship (1984) can be read as 5
commentarY on his earlier monograph American Kinship: A CuItuflYJ
Account (1980). In the first book lit outlined American kinship as 8
cukural system, explicating its symbolic Iogic. This was in many ways a
patli-breaking work, exemplifying a symbolic apprnach to cukutt
Schneider argued that sexual reproduetion was a core symbol of kinslüP
in a system which was defined by two dominant orden, chat of natute,
or substance, and thaz of law, or code. Tite sexual union of tW°
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unrelated partners in marriage provided the symbolic link between these
two orden. h resulted in children connected to their parents through
blood ties, or ‘shared biogenetic substance’, symbolising ‘diffuse, en
during solidarity’. The idiom ofnature was cnzcial to American kinship:
‘The family is formed according to the Iaws of nature and it Jives by
rules which an regarded by Aniericans as self~evidently natural’ (1980:
34). Hen sexual intercourse had a critical symbolic tok:
All of titt significant symbols of American kinahip arv contained within the
figure of sexual intercourse, itself a symbol of course. The figure is formulated in
American culture ss a biological entity and a natural an. Yet chroughout, each
element wbich is culturally defined as natural is at Ute same time augmented
and elaborated, built upon and infonned by Ute rule of human reason,
embodied in law and in morality~ (P. 40)

The role of Ute ‘natural’ or ‘biological’ hete is tefling. As Franklin
comments, at least r.hree different ‘natures’ emerge from Scitneider’s
analysis of American ldnship beiefr biology, as in ‘shared biogenetic
substance’; nature, as in ‘what animals do’; and human nature, as in
‘man is a special part of nature’ (1997: 54). Tbe contradictions between
these different ‘natures’, however, remain unexplored in Schneider’s
work. Pranklin (1997: 54 5) demonstrates Ute tension in Schneider’s
analysis between ‘nature’ as a coherent symbolie idiom in American
kinship, and ‘nature’ er ‘biology’ as a separate aud distinct realm of
scientiftc fàcts. As Scitneider wrote in 1968:
These biological fäcts, Ute biological prerequisites for human existence, exist
and remnin. Titt child does not live without lite milk of hurnan kindness, both
as nourishment and protection. Not does Ute child conie inte being except by
Ute fertilised egg which, except for ihose rare cases at artificial insemination, is
Ute outcome of sexual intercourse Titese art biological ftcts ... There is also a
system of construcis in American culture about those biological (sas. That
system exists in an adjusted aud adjustable relationsbip with these biological
6cts.

But titese biological consuucts which depict these biological facts have
anotber quality. They have as one of their aspeets a symbolic quality, which
means they represent sometbing orher ihan what they are, over and above aud
in addidon to their existence as biological facts aud cultural constructs about
biologicallhcts. (1980:116)

Franklin observes how such passages indicate that Schneider in (an
pre~erved Ute same distjncijon lxv started with:

On Ute ane hand, Schneider was arguing that there is sto such thing ss a
blological (an per re in American kinship syscems - there are only cukural
mterpretations of duem. On Ute other hand, he was also arguing that there air
‘Clatunl facts’ within science which an true aud wbich an separate from the
Cultural consncdons oftitem. (1997: 55; original italia)
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A similar problem underlies Schneider’s later work, A Critique of rhe
Study of Kinship (1984; see Carsten 1995a). Hete Schneider subjected
tItt history of che study of kinship to titt same kind of analytie scrutiny
be had previcusly applied to American kinship, and demonstrated how
sexual procreation was central to anchropological definitions of kinship
in this respect bis argument reiterated one that bad already been rnade
by Needham (1971 a).” Schneider showed din this was an indigenous
assumpcion in Euro-American folk beliefs abouc kinship which had been
imported into antitropological analysis. Et was hardly news, however,
that sexual procreation was not necessarily central to local idioms of
relatedness — nocably in the famous example of titt Trobrianders, or in
titt case of titt Yapese whom Schneider himself studied, where dit link
between coitus and procreation in humans was reportedly not made (see
Malinowski 1929; Leach 1967; Spiro 1968; Scbneider 1984; Delaney
1986; Franklin 1997). If ‘kinship’ was not titt same thing in different
culwres, then the comparative endeavour of anthropology failed,
because like was quite simply not being compared with like. Schneider,
like Needham before bim, concluded that ‘there is no such thing as
kinsitip’ (Needham 1971 a: 5), and ihat the discrete domains inco wbich
anthropologists divided up titt world kinship, economics, politics, and
religion bad to be abandoned. His argument titus had particular
relevance for the comparative study of kinship.5

Although Schneider zook the discussion about the role of biology in
che anthropological study of kinship rather further than he bad in
American Kinship, he still seemed to hold back from abandoning tItt very
separation which he was investigating — that between culture and
biology:
(Tjhe poinc remains chat culture, even were it to do no more chan recognize
biological facts, scill adds someihing to chose faccs. The problem remsins of just
what dit sociocultural aspects art, of whac meaning is added, of where and how
chat meaning, ss a meaning rather chan as biological fact, articulates with ocher
meanings. (1984: 199)

Schneider’s Critique was very successful in demonstrating the Euro
centric assumptions at titt heart of ute antbropologicsl study of kinship.
This was undoubtedly one of the many nails in the coffin of kinship, and
contributed to titt shift away from che study of kinship in titt I 970s. Et
wa~ suiuewliat pauaduxk.al diettfote LIIaL Itis eailiei wuik cii Atnerkan
kinship, flawed as it was, provided a higbly fertile model for later
cukuralist accounts of kinship, one to which Stratbern (1 992a: xviii)
and others have made clear their debt. Schneider is a pivotal figure in
the study of kinship precisely because of the link btcween these two
projects and this provides a erucial disunction from Needham’s
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writings. Perhaps it is not surprising in retrospect chat Schneider’s
stronger position, which focused on the ‘meanings’ of kinship rather
chan on formal properties, seems to have offered greater possibilities for
titt future study of kinship. By illuminating Ute role of nature er biology
in American folk versions of kinship and in anthropological analyses of
kinship, and by beginning to explore Ute connections between these nye
strands, Schneider left a particularly fruicfiul avenue for later scholars to
pursue.

Marilyn Strathern claimed David Schneider as ‘anthropological
father’ to After Nature (1 992a: xviii), and this link is reiterated in
Schneider’s own comment on his American Kinship — ene which might
almost be taken as Ute epigraph for Strachern’s boek:

Nor did I notice until almost afier it was all done how much Ute Euro-American
notion of knowledge depended on Ute proposition chat knowledge is diseovered,
not invented, and chat knowledge coznes when Ute ‘facts’ of nature which are
hidden frem us mostly, are finally revealed. Thus, for example, ldnship was
thought to be che social recognicion ofte actual facts of biological relatedness

Tbe idea chat CUItUre, and knowledge, is mostly a direct reflection of nature
is still very much with us, however inadequate chat view is. (1995: 222; original
icalics).

The central point of Strathern’s argument is chat nature can ne lenger
\be taken for granted in late-twentieth-century English culture. In
Thatcherite Britain, Ute effects of technological developments — par
ticularly Ute new reproductive technologies — and Ute extension of

1consumer choice to domains in which such choice had not previously
I applied, have resulted in a destabilisation ofnature.

Nature, at once intrinsic characteristic and external environment, constituted
bot Ute given facis of titt world and Ute world as context for facts ... Although
fl could be made inte a metapbor er sten to be titt object of human activity, it
also bad Ute status of a prior fact, a condition for existence. Nature was thus a
condition for knowledge. fl crucially controlled, we might say, a reladonal view
be cen whateyer was taken as internal (nature) and as external (nature).
(1992a: 194)

What Strathern calls Ute ‘modern cycle’ involved a new conceptualisa
tlon of Ute ground for knowledge. In this new conccptualisation, nature
does not disappear — in fäct it becomes more evident — but its ‘grounding

ct,on’ is lost through being made explicit. IF, for exaiiiple, uste
conside~ Ute effects of titt new reproductive tectuiologies, which are
often claimed to be merely ‘assisting namre’, Uten km relationships,
wbich in Ute past would have been seen as having Uteir basis in nature,
aud could then be socially recognised — or not — may now be sten as
eidter socially construeted er as natural relations which are assisted by
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technology. As Strathern (1992a: 195 6; 1992b) makes clear, the
significant shift is thac what was taken to be namral has become a matter h
for choice; nature has been, as she puts il, ‘enterprised-up’. The more
nature is assisted by technology, and the more the social recognition of ti
parenthood is circumscribed by legislation, the more difficult it becomes p
to think of nature as independent of sacial interventian (1992b: 30). It fl
follows from this that knowledge itself, which previously was seen as ‘a T
direct reflection of nature’, as Scbneider put it, no longer has such a al
grounding in nature. fl is not just nature, then, but knowledge itself d
which has been destabilised. d

Kinship has a critical role in these shifts in knowledge practices tY

predsely because, in ihe English view, kinship is defined as being the F
meeting place of nature and culture (Stratbern 1 992a: 87). Kinship c.
facts can be seen as simultaneously part of nature and part of culture. p
Kinship performed a kind of dual flmction it was based in a nature (1
that was itseif regarded ss the grounding for culture, and it also provided
an image of the relation between culwre and nature (ibid. 198). b

Strathern explores the cultural effects of ‘the demise of rhe repro- o
duetive model ofthe modern epoch’, where individuals can no longer be
placed simultaneous~y in different contexts ss social constructions and ir
as biologically given (1992a: 193). Future techno)ogica~ developments, ti
such ss the mapping of the human genome, suggest that the shift from ti

nature to choice wiIl further destabilise the reproductive model. In the a
endless proliferation of a highly politicised discourse about consumer fl

preference, new reproductive technologies, and gene therapies, it fl
becomes possible to imagine ‘a cukural future that wilI ned no base in b
ideas about human reproduction’ (p. 198). C

Strathern’s conclusion highliglns once again the centrality of pre- h
given biological facts to Western knowledge practices and kinship
relations. The cultural construction at a scientific realm of ‘natural facts’ d
bas, of course, itseW been made the subject of study by historians of tJ
science. Thus, far example, Haraway’s (1989, 1991) work on prima- k
tology demonstrates how the boundaries between nature and culture are
much more permeable than either biological er social scientists might C

suppose. The ‘traffic between nature and culture’ (1989: 15), which sbe
illustrates through particular histories of the relationships between ti

primates and those who studied them, puts mm guestion the role et
‘biological facts’ ss a domain separate fram culture. Here scientific facts
are shown not simply as ‘pure tniths’, placidly awaiting discovery in 5

nanral world, but ss actively constructed by scientists whose work
practices, gendered identities, and career paths situated them in par
ticular historicai and cultural milicus.
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The view that scientific faets are as much made as they are discovered
tas radical implications because it runs directly counter to Western
assumptions about Ute ‘natural world’.6 As Franklin observes, Ute fact
that Ute science of biology itseif admits no distinction between physical
phenomena and the study of these plienomena marks a telling difference
from social sciences such ss antliropology.
The confiaton of Ute object to be known witli Ute discipline of in observation
and description ... perfornis Ute collapsing af knowledge witli its object
distinctive of modern Western scientific ways of knowing. Indeed, that is titt
definicively scientific collapse’: that objective knowledge in the sciences is sa
transparent it is isomorphic wkh Ute reality it describes (1997: 56).

Franklin argues that in Ute West Ute ‘faccs’ of biology symbolise not just
certain kinds of relationships called kinship des, but Ute ‘possession of a
particular form of knowledge which offers a particular access to truth’
(p. 208). flere is a crucial link between a category of relations which is
regarded as particularly powerful Cand whose power is derived from
biological reproduction) and Ute power of science to deternine Ute fats
of this reproductian. It is significant Utat Franklin situates her study of
women’s experience of ivF (in vitro fertilisation) treatment in two British
infertility clinics in Ute late 1 980s in Ute context of Ute debate around
Ut ‘social’ construction of ‘namral’ facts in Ute antliropological litera
ture, particularly Ute discussion of proereation belief~. Hers is ane
among a number of recent works to explore Ute cultural implications of
reproductive medicine and Ute new technologies of reproduction (see,
for example, Edwards et al. 1993; Franklin and Ragoné 1 998a; Gins
burg and Rapp 1991, 1995; Martin 1987, 1991; Ragoné 1994). At Ute
~~nte of Utese studies is a project of ‘defantiliarising’ Ute natural basis of
human procreation sju! reproduction (Franklin and Ragoné 1 998b: 4),
which, of course, tas been ciosely linked to Ute emergence of a
dis ctive feminist anthropology. Schneicler had already demonstrated
that Ute status of Ute ‘natural’ in Ute anffiropological literature on

ship was open to question. It could now be shown to be equally
spiaceti’ in English and American social life (see Pranklin 1997:

c~ 1).
anklin illuminates Etc same kind of shifts in knowledge practices as

those dlscussed by Strattern. Titt significant effect of Ute new reproduc
technologies in terma of how knowledge is understood is Utat nature

sild te hnology become mutually subsfltutable. Technology is described
in Ute literacure provided to patients as giving nature a ‘helping hand’;
ti s capacity of technology is ‘just like’ nature (Franlclin 1997; 209—10).
Ei la , in Ute satse of scientific knowledge, tas its own generative
POwer, and Utis is evidenced in Ute new technologies. Simultaneously,
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reproductive biology is denaturalised it can be assisted by cechnology. th
Instead of a naturally given sequence et events, repreduccion becomes St
an ‘achievement’ (Franklin 1998: 103). Science can no longer be viewed SU
as extra-cultural; kinship is rio lenger defined against ‘natural’, ‘bio— be
logical’ facrs; ic is no Jonger ‘given’ (Franklin 1997: 210 13).

Recent invesdgations of the articuladon of biology and kinship in an
Euro-Amerjcan contezts have not only focused on reproductive technol- be
ogies. The place of biology and procreation has also been at dit centre pa
ofstudies ofgay and lesbian kinship in America. Weston (1991, 1995) WI
discusses coming-out stories which reveal chat ‘blood des’ are described hit
as temporary and uncertain in the Iight et the disruptions to, and CO
severance of, kinship des expenenced by gays who deciare their honto Pr(
sexuality to their facnilies. Meanwhile ‘chosen familie? of friends art Pt(
invested with certaint~ depth, and perrnanence, and spoken about in an
idiom et kinship by those whose experience of biological km has been
thoroughly disrupted. This implies a view at kinship which, by dis- an~
placing biology, turns the conventional understandings on their head titt
although Strathern underscores how the cridque et gay kinship actually ho’
consises of making explicit ‘dit fact chat there was always a choice as to
whether or not biology is made titt feundadon of relationships’ (1993: illu
196; cited in Hayden 1995: 45). slit

lnvestigadng procreaiion in dxc context of lesbian relations, Hayden !C1
(1995) argues chat, far from being displaced as a symbol, biology is hen
mobilised in myriad new ways. She outlines various strategies employed
by lesbian co-inothers in order to equalise their claims and legitimate
titeir relations to dxc child. These include giving dxc child tite names of
the co-parents in hyphenated férnx, emphasising the co-parents’ joint
decision to bring up titt child, and dxc partner perfornxing titt insemina
don of Ute birth rnother. Hayden discusses how lesbian co-motiters in
these ways appropriate generative powers. She shows how other strate
gies suggest an abstraction of biogenetic substance from the idendty of nat
dxc donor, and a dispersal et biological conneccedness. These strategies
include both partners bearing a child through dit use of titt same donor,
careful seleccion of the donor in ordet to produce a child who wiIl der
physically resembie the co-mother, er dxc use of titt brother of titt non
biological parent as donor.’ Rayden’s exposition vividly conveys how, in
her words, ‘Jeabian familics’ cxplicit rnubilitation of blological des
challenges titt notion et biology as a singidar category through wlxich ~ do0
des are reckoned’ (1995: 45; original italics). Strarhern claims chat it is wid
by rendering biology, or nature, explicit that its grounding function bo»
disappears. The disruptions which have occurred when biology is
deployed to Iegitisnate the claims of co-modters seem to subscanciace
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this thesis. For hete biology no lenger operates ~ a taken-for-granted or
self-evident symbol. Instead, Ute meanings of blood ties, biogenetic
substance, paternity, and generation, and their relation to each other,
become contingent aud variable (Hayden 1995: 56).

The writings I have discussed so f~r focus on how namre, or biology,
and by implication kiuship (which, in the indigenous vie~~’, could itself
be read off from biology), art deployed in Ute West, aud titus extend one
part of Schneider’s pro~ect. They are less directly concerned, however,
with Ute questions raised in A Criiique of the Swdy el Kinskip about Ute
fumre of Ute anthropological study of kinship aud with specifically
comparative studies. I have suggested Utat Schneider’s work is erucial
precisely because he demonstrated Ute links between Utese two sets of
problems.

The ‘denaturalisation’ of kinship has been taken up by Yanagisako
and Delaney (1 995a), who explore Ute specificides of different natures
aud tItt implications of questioning ‘nature’ as a imiversal base. Most of
Ute chapters in their collection focus on North Ainerica, and analyse
how Ute discourses and practices of kinship, gender, ethnicity, and
nationalism involve Ute naturalisadon of identity and difference. In
illuminating Ute naturalising force of Westeni kinship discourse, Ute
autliors of tIds volume once again explicitly acknowledge their debt to
Schneider.5 They take Ute symbolic analysis of kiuship considerably
further Utan Schneider in demonstrating how Ute plural meanings of
kmship are Utemselves embedded in hierarchjes of power, which Utese
meanings also serve to naturajise. If kinship, after Schneider, could no
longer be sten as Ute cultural elaboration of biological facts, and if Ute
discrete doniains of kinship, economics, politics, and religion no longer
held, Uten what Would kinship bok like when shorn of in foundational
assumpdo~ CYanagisako aud Delaney I 995b: 11)? Once again Utey
highliglit Ute signific~~ of Western hierarchies of knowledge whicli
mark off science as a ‘sacred domain’ where tnaths residing in Ute
tatural world ‘tsanscend agency’ aud arc ‘discovered by humans’
(p. 13). The separation of science from culture SetWS to naturahse a
Particular hierarchy of knowledge aud to prevent ‘reading across
doniajus’ (ibij).

A recognitio~ Utat Ute boundaries Utat separate off doniains, such as
~neuc&, ‘kinahip’, ‘politics’, ‘econoniics’, aud ‘religion’, are cultural

COflstsuctions offers Ute possibifity of asicing ‘how cuJturaJly-specjfic
dotnams have been dialecdcally fbrmed and transformed in relation
Witji otlier cultural domajns, how meanings migrate across dotnain
ooundaries, aud how specific actjons att multiply constituted’ (ibidj.
“lese authors show Utat it is possible to abandon Ute foundadonal
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assumplions that have defined analytje domains, such as Iduship,
without abandonin.g ‘dit study of titt meanings and relations previously
confined to those domajns’ (Yanagisako and Delaney 1995b: Il). ~
mdccci, the holistjc project which anritropojogy has conventionally ser
for titt study of ‘odier’ culwres has involved just such a tracing of
phenoniena through Ute myriad contcxts in which they occur tite most
famous example being Mauss’s (1966) argument that titt gift consti
tuted a ‘total social phenonienon’ which was at once political, religious,
and economic.

In titt remainder of this introductjon I explore some of Ute inter
connectjom among titt chapters which follow, returning in Ute con
ciuding seetions to Ute implications of titt worlc I have discussed so far
for Ute study of relatedness in non-Western cukures. Although titt jr
chapters focus on different Jocal contexts of relatedness, many of Ute
themes which emerge art held in common. I highlight these ss ‘proces- ~
sual aspecrs of kinsitip’, ‘everyday practice’, ‘gender’, ‘substance’, titt in
‘sodal and Ute biological’, and ‘kinship as acadenije discourse’. Titt ni
Iteadings are intended ss a nieans to explore titt possibilitieg of a post kl
Schnejderjan coniparative study of relatedness. th

Titt process ofklnslilp

An increasing dissatisfaction with titt formalism of much of titt liten- lai
wre on kiuship was one cause of Ute move away from kinship ss a field ‘n
of study from titt I 970s onwards. Formalist approaches omitted not Ut
only some of dit crucial experjential dimensions of kinship, ineluding its de
emotional aspects but also its creative and dynamic potentjal. As sk
Malinowsfrj had famously put it, Cl
Titt average andiropologist ... has his doubts whether dit effort needed to
master dit bastard algebra of kinsitip is really worth while. lit feels titat, after nu
all, kinahip is a mann of fiesit aud blood, titt result of sexual passion, and ba
materna! aftecdon, of long indmate daily Ide, and of a bost of personal intimate kir
interests. (1930: 19) th~

Whar is striking, however, is how caken for granted formalist assump- Wh
tions have been (e.g. Needham 1971 a, b). Titt audiors in this collecdon an;
reject a highly formal analysis, emphasising local praetices and dis
courses nr relatedness, and dcmonstratiiig ‘10W titese Impinge on and CO;

transfonn each other. S11
Titt accounts of Stafford, Lambert, ancl Hurchinson show how dit1

dift’erent Ute ‘patrilineal’ systems of Chinese, Rajasthani, and Nuer of
kinship art from titt ciassical accowits. Stafford demonstrates how tItt km
division between lineage and family in classic studies of Chinese kinship, CCII
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and dit exclusion of domestic des from patrilineal kinship, has limited
an understanding of Chinese relatedness, particularly by obscuring titt
importance of des between women and their children. Instead, Stafford
discusses titt importance of two cycies of reciprocity in the construction
of relatedness. Titt cycie of yang connotes titt mutual obligation
between pareans and children, and crucially includes not just birtit
children but also foster children in other words, yang is not just about
patrilineal descent, for this cycie can exist in dxc absence of descent,
wbile a failure ofyang may terniinate descent. As Stafférd emphasises,
titis cycie consists of small everyday interactions involving women, and
is essential to dit lived experience of relatedness; it is comparable to
more obviously processual aspects of relatedness docusnented elsewhere
in diis vohime. Titt second cycie is dit cycie of laiwang, which involves
reciprocal ceremonial transactions between diose who do not consider
ihemselves genealogical kin. Hen Stafford uses titt term ‘relatedness’ to
include any kind of relation including, for example, des between
neighbours or co-villagers which would not nonnally be considered as
kinstip. As Stafford poincs out, titt justification for using relatedness in
this very broad sense is that dit boundaries between different fôrms of
relatedness may in fäct be more mafleable than might be assumed, and
hen lit highuights parallels with die Nuer and Rajastitani cases consid
ered by Hutcliinson and Lambert. Tite inclusion of diese two over
lapping cycies of reciprocity, and a recognition of dit importance of
‘nOn-kinsitip’ des in an understanding of Chinese relatedness, modifies
lite traditional restriction of Chinese kinahip to a lintage paradigm. Et
demonstrates dxc women art not just considered as non-persons, out
St to dit system, ancl allows a much more dynamic understanding of
Chinese relatedness.

Stafford also shows how die ijse of a broader concept of relatedness
may facilitate comparisons between supposedly more ‘fixed’, descent
based kinship, such ss the Chinese case, with exaniples of bilateral
kinslup which have long been considered inherently ‘fluid’. He rejects

econtrast between a ‘fixed’ unilineal model and a ‘fluld’ bilateraJ one,
Wluch he shows to be mon a product of a distinct type of kinahip
analysis than of die actual dynamics of relateciness. Titt point that
ttttictiiig titt analytic frame for kinahip also resuicts dit scope of the
Com aflflve endeavour is also made by Lamlnxt in tids volusne.
ShOWing ut that, in dit Chinese case, very littie is in fact ‘given by birth’
illUtfliflates Sinhjiarities with ‘non~»ijlineal Icinship’. Titt contribudons

Bod om and Edwards aud Stratitern make clesr how ‘bilateral
amenable to a process of adding on or lopping off lcinship

~~c~t~Ons indeed, both processes are a necessary part of this kind of
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relatedness. Bedt Iùupiaq and English relatedness involve a continuous chi
process of becoming conneeted to people, in titt former case through
naming, adopdon, and marital relations, in dit latter through a complex
process of interweaving social and biological idioms et being related.

This dynamic guality is captured most vividly by Ascuti in her
description of Vezo relatedness. Hete we art shown, through dit cyes of ~
an old Vezo man, bow relatedness can only be understood ss a dynamie froi
process. As a young man, Dadilahy is part of a network et bilateral km, a ho~
kindred, which can be imaged using the Iban metaphor at tbe concentric dit
circles spreading out from a pebbie thrown inte water. Titt ripples
gradually diminish until they merge with ute background in dit same dci
way ss ene’s recognition of km gradually fades ss km become more
distantly connected. As an old man, Dadilahy sees himseif as Ute apex of iflSt
a pyramid of des to his children and grandcbildren stretching through
his daughters and sons and their spouses and Astuti recalls anotlier keei
image fram titt Iban, that of a cone-shapecj casting-net with Dadilahy at attn
the top (et. Freeman 1970: 68 9). Hen Dadilahy sees himseif as titt 197
source of numerous des which be himseif has created and which include basi
men and women, affines and km. In death, titt image of relatedness
changes again, for the Vezo art divided after deatli inte raza, ‘kinds’, er etu
patrilineal groups, wliich art buried together in Ute tomb. Astuti shows arra,
how ute process of relatedness involves a transformation frem ‘kindred’
to ~cognatic descent group’ to ‘patrilmneal descent group’ which accom
panies titt process of moving from youth to old age to death for
particular Vezo women and men. Her account demonstrates titt partis)
ness of trying to understand Vezo kinship as either simply bilateral er
simply unilineal. Indeed, it is titt subtle transformadon at ene inte titt
other, or titt articulation at these different modes, which is not only anffi1
particularly intriguing but also captures ute essential dynamic et Vezo It i
relatedness and its interconnectjons with personhood. coul

It is not accidental that a view of relatedness ss essentially processual and
should also highlight ute iniportance of chuldren, who not only ‘repre- 5ssur
sent continuity’ (in titt classic formulation), but who may be said to Psyci
embody pi-ocesses of growth, regeneration, and transformation. Both
Stafford and Astuti deseribe dit importance et having children iii whkI
Chinese and Vezo relatedness, while Bodenhorn discusses how Ifiupiat it1~
continually ‘add An’ ties to children through adoption (which docs not more
necessarily preciude maintaining des between a child and her birdi
parents). As Bodenhorn emphasises, chuldren art not merely passive
recipients of diese processcs but themselves initiate them. Wbat Ute
Iiiupiat see as crucial to the creatien and viability of such des is love
implying perhaps thac parents who lose their children, because dit
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Consaructing relatedness tbrough everyday pracdce

Eiere is a further dimensjon to the omission of women and children
from the analytic frame, and rhis connects with Stafford’s point about
how the 1sek of participatory fieldwork in China has crucially affecred
dit view we have of Chinese kinship The formafisation of kinship ss a
field of study involved the separation of what Fortes termed the
‘domestjc domsin’ froni ihe ‘politico-jural domajn’ (1958, 1969). Both
Malinowskj aud Fortes saw the nuclear family ss a universal social
institution which was necessary to flilfil dit fiinctions of producing and
rearing children (se Malinowskj 1930; Fortes 1949). They bot had a
keen interest in domestjc family arrangenients, which may in part be
attributed to the infiuence of Freudian psychology (att Fortes 1974,
1977). Fones also saw kinship ss ‘an irreducible principle’, the souce of
basic moral valuta (1949: 346; 1969). His study Iw Web of Kinship
mnong ihe ToJÅensi (1949) devoted considerable space to relations
between parents and children, sibling relations, and domestic famiiy
arrangements. ‘flie separation which lit himseif had introduced between
two domains ofkinship could, however, be taken to imply that dit social
cox)ten in which dit nucicar family was set — in other words, wider

•p arrangements carried greater analytic significance. Eie poli
UCO-jural domain of ldnship public roles or offices ordered by wider
klnship relations, and dit political and religious aspects of kinship
were describecj analytically ss dit source of cohesion in dit societies
andiropologists studjed, aud hence what rendered kinship of mierest for
Suthropology (se e.g. RadcaBmwn 1950).

Ris thus perhapa not surprising (hat dit comparative study of kinahip
tOuld devote relatively linje attention to intimate domesdc arrangements
aud dit behaviour and emotions associated with them.9 These were
2ssumed to be to a large degre universally constant or a matter for
PSYchologicaj radier than anthropologjcal study. If one considers For
tes’g nietculous ethnography, it is quite paradoxicaJ (hat dit very data

cli documented in detail dit smafi everyday sas of constructing
reist ess between women, or between women and cliildren, xnight be

or less exeluded from dit frame If his more general injunctions
Were taken seriously. Stafford makes a sinillar point with reference to
SChOIars of China, who Very early on noted dit probjems aud omissions
~Olved i~ Operatiag with a descent based paradigm for Chinese
flwMnp.

i
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Ifowever they art transmitted, these omissions may have important 1
implications, as Stafford and Lambert both indicate, leading to a rather ol
lopsided vew of what kinship is ‘about’ lineages in the Chinese case, d
marriage and descent in the Indian one. For Ifiupiat, as Bodenhorn sc
emphasises, personal autonoiny and dit rejection of pre-given des of e
dependence mean that relatedness is continuously ‘under construction’ 8’
tbrough precisely these kinds of everyday acts. Mere it is difficult to see ai
what relatedness would be about at all without dit everyday activities of ‘&
women and men as diey engage in dit labour process. In a similar way, I ‘t
have shown elsewhere (Carsten 1995a, 1997) how Malay relatedness is li
created both by des of procreation and through everyday acts of fèeding T
and living together in dit house. Both procreative des and shared r
feeding create shared substance or blood in a community largely made 0

up of migrants. Mere dit small sas of hospitality and feeding, together
with longer-term sharing of food and living space which fostering and fl
marriage involve, create kinship where it did not previously exist. g
Women and houses may be said to be central both to tbe ‘domestic’ tI
process of creating relatedness inside houses, and to dit larger ‘political’ ~; C
process of integrating newcomers and dit establishment and repro- 4 ~
duction ofwhole communities. b

Thus a focus on what I have called the ‘everyday’ small, seemingly r~ r
trivial, or taken-for-granted sas like sharing a meal, giving a dish of ~
cooked food to a neighbour, dropping in to a nearby house for a quiet ~- ?
chat, a coffee, and a betel quid has provoked a careful examination of
the symbolic and social significance of dit house (sce Carsten and
Hugh-Jones 1995) ss well as a reappraisal of what constitutes ‘the
domestie’ and dit beundary between the domestie and dit political (ser
also Moore 1988; Strathern 1984; Yanagisako 1979, 1987).

Gender and kinahip a

This volume was intended to address the question ‘Where is dit study of
kinahip at the end of the I 990s going?’ radier tinn explicitly to focus ~‘
gender. There is a sense, however, in which all the contributors have
implicitly or explicitly taken account of recent work on gender, aud
indeed would argue din the terms of studying kinship or relatedness ~
necessarily reformulated by that work (att Collier and Yanagisako 1981;
Howell and Melhuus 1993; Yanagisako and Collier 1987).

Thc central concern of mmii recent worle nn the crnss-cultural stud?
of gender has been the extent to which gender identity is performati” ~
ratber than biologically given (se Astuti 1998; Broch-Due et sI. 19fl
Butler 1990, 1993; Errington 1990; Moore 1988, 1993, 1994; Mo~
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1995; Stratbern 1988). This discussion is highly relevant to an analysis
of kmnship partly because it in many ways replicates an analogous
dfscussion on Ute nature of kinship which fôcuses on Ute articulatjon of
social and bi9logical aspects of.kinshjp. Aud this only underijues Ute
extent to which Ute anthropological study of gender in Ute 1970s aud
80s in many respects eucompassed Ute study of kinship (see Yanagisako
aud Collier 1987). The distinction between what is ‘niade’ aud what is
‘given’, and Ute degree to which kinship is necessarijy predicated on Ute
‘biological facts’ of procreation, are discussed in Ute chapters by Boden
bom, Bouquet, Edwards aud Stratbern, aud Lambert in this volunie.
The starting point of Middieton’s chapter on Karembola nodons of
relatedness makes clear Ute interconnecdons between tbese two strands
ofrecent scholarsliip.

Middieron notes how Ute issue of maternity aud Ute bond between
moffier aud child have been neglected in anthropological studies of both
gender aud kinahip. In part, this absence may be regarded n an efièct of
Ute explicit exclusion of Ute domestic, indinate world of woznen aud
children from Ute study of kinship wbich I discussed above. In part, as
Middieton notes, it is Iinked to Ute way motherhood bas been construed
by ant opoJogis~ as having an apparently direct aud obvious relation
‘vi Ute natural world (see J. A. Barnes 1973). For Ute Kareinbola, Ute
inlage of modierhood is central to relatedness, aud is also Ute key idiom
o~rajiJc and power, inn it is not restrieted to women. This of course

ediately problematjse~ Ute status of motherhood as intrinsically
‘bological’ or ‘dom ti’ To be powerlhl, men iniagine themselves as

e motbers of otlier men. Middleton discusses what is meant when
Karembola men describe themselves, or an described by olhers, ss
‘ntothen’or ‘moUter people’. Noting in what ‘van such statemente can
b characterjsed as metaphoiicaj, and what is left out by such a depic

On, she asks how Karembob men an motbers by what performative
do Utey Constnjct male modierhood? Pandoxicafly, however, men’s

Perkrmance of motherftood can only be made nianifest by reference to
bodies of livestock or women. AlUtougIt male modierhood

mu be perft»med to become inanifest, this performance aims to elicit
W talxea4y lies hidden witbin men heve Middleton makes compara-.
tive Coftudonesian aud Melanesian idioms of source aud display. For
Ute Karemboj5, she argues, men and women art really diffcrcnt kinds of
Peuple, aud their difference is rooted in their bodies.

Mlddleto discusses how rank for Ute Karemboja rests on Ute arucu
le~ of tWo kinds of niarriage, asymmetflc ullwi~ aud pauljateral
1’ ti Cousln marriage (anodier example of Ute way in which new
~i lOgicaJ descripti~5 sftnuIta~ousj3, refigu~e aud encapsulate
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titt old). Karembola notions of relatedness, like those of ute otber
Malagasy people deseribed in this volume, can be described as both
cognatic and patrilineal, ‘unkinded’ and ‘kinded’. In this case, however,
patrilineality is not banished to dxc world of the tomb but is pen of the i
experience of relatedness for the living. Patrilateral parallel cousin
marriage keeps together male and female agnates people thought of as i
of dxc same kind; asymmetric alliance divides people of dxc same kind.
Hete wife-givers art thought of as superior to wife-receivers, and the
idiom of cross-cousin marriage is used to construet an image of a ranked $
social ordet in which dxc inxage of mothering is central. Karembola c
kindedness, although in their view intrinsic, has to be performed, and as t
with male motherhood, titt performance aims to elicit what lies within. a
During confinement and after giving birtit to a first child, a Karembola s
woman is fed and nurtured in her father’s house. In chese and otber
nurturant acus, fathers and brothers materially demonstrate their kind- ç
edness with sisters and daughters, just as chey demonstrate that they art L
titt source and root of dit child. For subsequent births, the child’s fàther r
rivals his wife’s agnates’ claims to be dxc source of titt child by taking on c
‘women’s work’ in rituals of couvade which, likewise, have meaning only $
in relation to dxc intennediate term of titt motiter’s sexed body giving $
birth. Thus che performance of male motherhood, Middieton argues, fl
focuses on the sexed body of women who give birtit to children. It relies ti
on titt consubstantiality and titt sexed difference of brother and sister. c
Men cannot substitute for women, because it is women who have to give ~
birth, just as, when a man gives gifts of cattie to his sister and her ~
children, titt cattie must be tèmale, because only cows give birth. P

In her subtle exposition of Karembola ethnography, Middleton de- P
snonstrates how, for dxc Karembola, titt performance of gender as well lx
as titt construction of dxc imagined polity rests on what she calls ‘titt “
nacural capacities of the femak body’. She also makes clear, however, Vi
that fertility is not an intrinsie value of women per se; women etc not
everywhere accorded uhis value. Rather, in titt parricular context of titt
Karenibola ritual economy, women’s value is linked to work which onhl ~
female bodies can perforni. For Karembola, properties of women aud ~‘
men are rooted in their bodies rather than being dxc product of relatiofl~
And this suggests a refinement to a rather crude divisjon between 6W
social çonsuuctioixist view .1 gender and a biological dctcrminist pOSr
tion. This reflnement allows for performance while also admitting 9 le
place for matedal bodies; it reminds US of a not very surprising ~äct - el
that dxc construction of gendered difference may invoke or ren on wh’~
particular people takt to be dxc intrinsic ‘riatural capacities’ of male «
female bodies.’°
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Subatauce aud nlatedness

I suggested above that there an parallels between dit discussion about
che extent to which geuder is either biologicafly given or socially
constructed ad dit debate abouz wherher kinship is necessarily rooted
in the biological facts ofprocreaijon. The articufation of the ‘social’ aud
the ‘biological’ is central to the way both gender aud kinsliip have been
constructecj ss academjc domains. While these terms may in themselves
seem quite Linprobjematic, precisely what is meant by them is not always
den. ilie possibility that the boundarjes between the social aud dit
biological art more permeable in people’s discourse than miglit be
assumed emetEes kom tomt of the stateineots made about shared
subatauce wliich art exaniined in tids volume.

å simplistic oppositjon between social aud biological des is rendered
problernatic by Ute Rajastliani practices ad discourse analysed by

bert. Lajubert demonstrates dit importauce of various types of
tedness which art not based on procreatfre links. First, slit dis

des of ‘village kinshjp’ between those who originate from dit
Same village aud who, aker marriage, move to Ute same locality aud

t diacusses des to dit mother’g natal village, which art maintained
en of caste. Secondfly, Lambert describes formal des of adop

which provide a wonlan with a set of honorary agnates in her
jugal village. These relations are considered permanent, and they

d för at Jeast one generadon. Significandy, tids kind of relatedness
is atually descrjbed at kast in some conterta ss superior to ad

an reproductjve lcinship, because it does not originate in the
utton of sez’saj inteno~e” It is also significant ti’n dit adoptive

d must be one kom which the adopted daughter ca drink
Coflm~ej~~j1~, is an essential part of tids reladonslijp. The local

at the impossibjljq, of sliariug substance with certain people
~ POssibility of establishing relatedness with chem. However,

ent also SUggCStS an implicit inference that dit
of sliaring substance may create relatedness. A third kind of

• ative relatedness is consdtuted by a lest formal, more
‘»di aud volunta~tjc férm of adoption. FmalIy, Lambert notes

cc of anodier type of fornisl adoptive relation which is
in rder to teatre a male heir.
ba g practice8 empliasise the de between a child aud fra

alay, Imk with Ibe lineage of the child’s father, children an
O to substance with tlieir mother ad siblings through

7rnZO~ dit mothefl bloocj before bird,, ad breast milk aker
~ ‘~h~ bodily substances art themselyes descrjbed ss transformed
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food. ‘Consanguinity’ is described locally in various ways. In its cow
broadest sense, it includes not just shared blood but shared gualities of n
and affects transmitted through bodily substances and ute local micro- H
environment. While Ute snilk of a mother establishes Mure relatedness, para
Ute milk of livestock belonging to Ute household is important in of C(
establishing and maintaining ties to lineage ancestors. In Ute case of of b
those who die young, offerings cl ‘housemilk’ can ereate ancestral ties. snilk
In this sense, Lambert suggesus, milk expresses Ute ‘historical deptb’ of newl
relatedness. Bloo

Although Indian kinship has oftest best sees largely in terms of affinal to bi
relations, il is significent hete that Ute food-sharing which is so central to its b
adoptive relations, and to Ute inother-child bond, is described as Bloo
creating consanguineal rather than affinal ties. Et is also significant stat food
‘consanguinity’ and affection art, in local terms, mutually constiwted goes
feeding expresses degrees of relatedness and marka bonds cl affeetion. Ute
Perhaps unsurprisingly, Ute affeetive component of affinal relations is equa
here considerably devalued, in connast to that of ‘consanguineal’ hum~
(including adoptive) des. exch~

What emerges from this analysis is stat chere is a combination of funet
sentiment, substance, and nurturance as grounds for relatedness. blooc
Instead of attributing relatedness to a single indigenous, ‘substantialist’ pollu
model, Lambert shows how affeetion, shared substance, and nurturance capal
underlie all forms of relatedness, whether genealogically based or not. - Th
The different forms of relatedness she discusses form s continuuni idjorr
based on dit varying presence of these different elements. At various PrOce
points, however, we can also perceive cleavages within this continuuni. elsew
Thus ‘affinal’ des can be contrasted to ‘consanguineal’ ones (hat saken analy
to include sies of substance and a shared local micro-environment) in betwe
terms of Uteir affective content. But it is also possible to juxtapost P5PCr
‘procreative kinship’, comprising a narrowly conceived consanguineal relate~
and afilnal element, to a more broadly based ‘consanguineal’ related Cfftct~
ness. Hete Lambert suggests Utat titt exp)icitly superior valuation of demo
non-genealogical des should alert us to their creative potential. ttansi

This exposition rhus goes beyond a simple opposition between s& and t~
stance and code, Dr an equally simple assertion of their inseparability JO
Ute Indian context. And this is where titt omissions in previous accoLIfl~
cl Uneage based kinchip, which Lambert and Stafford both allude tê
become significant. Et is not that Ute principles implicit in lineages ‘~
marriage art unimportant, but that they leave a lot out. 1smbt~~ a
detiloaisLsaLe~i liuw uvetsiniplt uppusitiuns, likt ‘substaii...w’ aud ~~dt’p P
‘real’ and ‘fictive’ kinship, ‘biological’ and ‘social’, may constrain
understanding of indigenous practices, which in certain contexts aV
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convertibility from one form of relatedness inte another, or tRe creadon
ofnew ties.

Hutchmnson’s rendering of Nuer relatedness bears soine striking
parajiels to dit Rajasthani case, ba with different empliases in dit area
of converilbility or ‘unboundedness’. She deseribes first titt importance
of blood to Nuer idioms of relatedness and vitality, and how not only
milk, semen, aud sweat art dcscribed as forms at blood, ba sa too is a
newborn cblld. ‘flie birth of a child implies Ute fusion of parental blood.
Blood is convertible to food (in dit form of mulk), aud food is converted
to blood in tit human body. Food is nutrittonally assessed in tenns of
its biood content - milk being titt most perfect food in these terms
Blood relatedness is created through titt sharing of food. Ultimately,
food aud bleod art destined to mest aud mix in ritt seil. Hutchinson
goes on to show how cattie aud blood art complementary cattie art
titt ‘symbolic counters’ for human blood. Titt vitality of cattie is
equated to that of hunians, aud cattie can be used as mediators in
hunian rela&p~ aud can ereate new relations. Catde saerifices aud

cilanges ensute flows at human blood, for example at marriages,
funerals, difficult birtits, or various kinds of purificatory rites. It is titt
bloed et cattie wlijcj~ ensures niovement in Nuer society, taking away
POllution aud creating new relations. Both cattie aud people art similarly
capable at extending their reproductive vitality.

Titt analysis at how blood, food, aud cattle ute connectecl in Nuer
I oms of relatedness is in many ways reminiscent of dit emphasis on
Ptocessual aspecta et Iduship in other cultures which is documented
clsewh~ in titis volunie. Hutehinson’s departure is to expand titt
analytic frame to inciude otiter ‘substantjve vectors’ which move

ten people aud create or sever social relations monty, guns, aud
PaPer. By doing 50, sitt is abie to connect practices aud discourses of
tela Ss to wider socioeconomic circumstances aud to explore titt
et et prolongeta pofitical upheaval on Nuer kinship. ~tchi1nson
d Ofistrates how Nuer oppose money to bleod as sterile aud impiying
~~fls1t0ty des. ‘This inakes it an ideal medium witji whjch to sever des

to comiecuens which art sten to be negative aud polluting. In
COfltras titeir attitudes to money, Nuer uken paper to blood and
Cattie. like bleod, paper is a substanct liniced to superhuman powers

case Ute state Hutc~son descsibes 1mw paper has herame si
d objec~ ~ ~~ of scbo~ er educatjonal institutions,

syna hslng Nuer estrangement frem titt state, embodying a potendal

tur powers, aud signi~’ing political allegiance.
.iflcbinson’5 discussion of Ute impact of titt state on idioms of

flS lisa, of course, a widtr relevance, as dets her observation

r
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that for Nuer not all ‘enduring social bonds’ art positive or desirable.
Her depiction of dit impact of violent deaths in feuding and warfare,
and her inclusion øL inbnt mortality, infertility, and adultery in a JI
consideration of relatedness, art pointed reminders at tItt negative vo
underside of kinship. Akhough antitropological analyses have tended to Jcj1
privilege its positive aud harmonious aspects, kinship is also about of
disconnection and disjunction a point taken up by Edwards and fot
Srathern in this volume.

Perhaps titt most challenging aspect of Hutchinson’s analysis is the in
inclusion of guns in a discussion of relatedness. Hete we art confronted En
witli Nuer glorification and fetisbisation of guns, which art linked to pai
male pocency, beauty, and strength, an aesthetic which sItt Iinks to wo
their Iack of power VIS-å-VIS titt state. She shows how the disconnec- dit
tions created by guns are contrasted to deaths by spear. While titt yar.
power of a spear issues directly froni the bone of the person chrowing cus
it, and is internal to titt person, guns art sten as external and by i

impersonal. Death by spear creates a blood link between slayer and sub
slain, and there is no doubt about titt responsibility of dit slayer. Titt titt
precise source of death from a gun is likely to be more uncertain, and the
titis has consequences in terms of the pollution risks, and hence titt j eKte
bonds of moral obligation, involved. However, guns do not only sever ~ T
human relations, for in a surprising twist which demonstrates an 14 oflc
extraordinary capacity to mm weapons of destruction into ideological ~ Crir,
sources of regeneration, guns art now widely used instead of catde in Wat€
bridewealth payments. Hutchinson describes how guns which art takt
collectively owned by groups of brothers may thus reinforce bonds of corn
dependence between 1cm. as a

flere could hardly be a more stnking case dian this of titt unpredict- titat
ability of idioms at relatedness. Nuer use of not only blood and other Samt
bodily substances but also food, soll, cattle, paper, money, and guns to tore
invoke and to rupture bonds of relatedness vividly demonstrates tItt tid
central thesis of this volume titat indigenous statements and praccice$ biok
of relatedness art infinitely more dynamic and creative (er destructive ar va
than an analysis of kinship predicated on a sti-aJghtforward division ci
between biological and social domains would imply. Titt conversion aud Vm
transformability of types of substance demonstrate the permeability of PtOcr
boundaries between obiecis, persons, aud ypes uf relations. 11WY On
suggest that narrowly defi ned analytic spheres at ‘biological’ aud ‘soci~ ~
aspeets of kinship art inadeguate to describe or analyse cultures Lif el
relatedness.
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‘Blologlcsj’ aud ‘sociar kinshlp

I have higlilighttd a single theme running dirough the chapters in this
volwne dit distinerian btcween social nød biologicsJ aspecrs at
kinship, and dit ‘articulatjon’ at these with each athtr. Titt diseussian
at how such a disdnctian might operate in any particujar culture has
torcecj us ta cansider what we ss anthropajagj~ might menn when vie
cniploy these terms. These issues art directly confranted by Bodenhorn
in ber discussion at Iûupiaq relatedness, by Edwards nød Stradiern an
English relatedness in Alkawn, and by Bauquet in her discussion at a
particular kind ot intellectuaj discourse in tItt acadeniic and museum
world in Europe. But ss I have shawn, there is a clear sense in which
thcse diemes underije ather chapters in tis valutne too. ‘Dit cycies ot
yang aud Iaiwang, nød dieir articulation witli patriiineaj ideology, dis
cussed by Stafibrd; dit critique at a perfarmstive view at gender oft’ered
by ddleton; statements and practices relating blood, faod, nød bodily
aubstance analyseej by Lambe_rt aud I{utchinsan• a4spjn’g depiction et
titt articujafio0 of cognaijc and patrijineal venions otrejatedn~ amang

Veza all at titese enn be understaod ss dealing to a greater or leaser
eztent witli these same issues.

Understand why these issues seem so central to an understanding
Otlocal cultures at relartwjnass it may be helpM to return to Scitneider’s
Gwque of che Study 0/ Kinship. I have suggested that this marked a
Wettrshed in kinship studies. ALta its publicatjon, it was impossible to
takt, granted dit cefltrsflty of kinship ta andiropolagy. Schneider bad
COfliPrehensively undermined titt analytic faundations on whicb kinship
fl a do nm at acadtinje titeorising rested. Re bad done sa by showing
di kmsbip viss quite simply not understood in all cuhures to be dit
Sant thmg. The comparative endeavour of antliropatogists vin titere—

reinvalid. Ritt in a curious way, Scbneider% critique both rested an,
aud sImUltaneouej~, took Làr granted, a divisjon inta dit ‘social’ aud dit
‘bio Ical’ Sspects at kinship. He did not explicitly challenge the value
orvahdity otthis distinctjau

centrsJ pojut viss that kinsitip did not everywftere anse
“RU ~ 5O-caJfr~j natural facts ofprocrcatjan In same cultures sexual
P10Crea 0 was flat descrlj,cæj ss titt basis of Mnsliip. Such a propo

don, Wtvcr, only Undermines dit fatmdations of titt study otkinship
•‘8Pnor c distinctia~ — betwee~ tItt ‘social’ aud dit ‘biologicnj’
~ iield Place. And til8 bzinga mc ta dit central question of this

ou:Wj~~5 kinshjp≥ Can vie define itin sucit a ‘~ay ~ to lesw
titt CIusio~ ota brond rana at rejations nød behaviour whulc

tRklng SCCOu0t of Srilri&Iet’s critique? Andiropologists generally

9:
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claimed that they swdied the ‘social aspects’ of a domain that was in dit
last analysis defined by biology. Sehneider demonstrated that if biology
was removed fram ihis definition, the whole edifice collapsed. Thus wc
Strathern’s suggestion that one niight ‘takt namre out of the equation’ to
immediately has dit force et destabilising dit meaning of kinship: ‘think th
of dit Baruya of Melanesia, and ene is chinking instead of a system su~
premised on dit idea that lcinship is dit social construction of social
relations’ (Strarhern 1992a: 87). ‘lit ethnographie evidence in tids cat
volume suggests some akernatives to the conclusions offered by ON

Schneider.
In dit Ra~asdiani case which Lambert describes, we can see a more reI

fiuid progression ar continuum between different kinds of relatedness iso
than a straightforward opposition between biological and social kinship ho
would imply. Hete it is sometinies difficult to ascribe dit various forms du
at relatedness which are important in ihe local context to ane ar other of or
these categories. Instead, dit different forms might be said to have mon edi
et same qualities, las et otkers. For the Ifmpiat, by contrast, as &den- We
ham demonstrates, relatedness is both central to social lik and dets not
have an immutable base derived frem what we would term bielogy. The anc
high value placed by Ifiupiat on personal autonomy leads chem to deny ter
dit possibility of birth creating particular obligations of reciprocity. ‘Cu
What are immutable art claims based on particular contributions in dit Ifli
wark process. Links created by birdi to particular parents art not tas
described as determinant in themselves; rather there is a value placed on bio
‘adding on’ relations through lite. Tids is achieved through dit conferral ~
of multiple names on children which art associated with bath persona1 vel
qualities and ldnship relations, through widespread adoption practicesi dit

and by marriage. All of chese practices emphasise the negotiable quali ~t~c
des af relatedness. Bodenhomn shows how relatedness is central to sociSI t?i
life but also crucially involves a denial of pennanence, aften thoughttO ~
be an essential quality of kinsbip (se Bloch 1973; Fortes 1969).

Mupiaq relatedness allows for dit coexistence of a high degree of ~
individual autonomy together with a sense of moral obligation. BUl 25
Bodenhorn emphasises, this kind of relatedness, which is permanend?
‘under construction’, is bodi hard work and stressful for participan’5~
And tids point about the hard work of making and maintaining relatio
aften overlooked by anthropologists, is one that emerges from otli
conu’ibutians in tbis volume. Recalling Stafford’s rejection of a sU0
inherent contrast between unilineal and bilateral kinship, it is fl
surprising to find ‘hard work’ at dit core et ihe cycles of reciprO~
which he discusses in the context of Chinese relatedness. More si
cant perhaps is dit fact that Bodenhorn has no difficulty in desctlb
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Ifiupiaq relatedness in a context in wliich, as she makes clear, titt
connection between birth and permaneuce is constantly denied. It is ute
work process which creates imniutable righus. But uhis does not appear
to inean uhat ties of relatedness art eitter irrelevant or unimportant. On
titt contrary, ute fact that Iüupiat art consuandy adding them on
suggests iheir high value.

It would seent uhat we have hen a case in which biruh or procreauion
cannot simply be confiated with biology in the sense of a given natural
ordet, for according to IBupiat statements and pracdces do birth or
procreation define ‘kinship’; but this neither lessens the power of
relatedness in indigenous terms, nor does it inhibiu or invalidate compar
ison with other cases in duls volunue. Such comparison is possible if we
hold in suspension ute analyuic terms ‘biological’ tid ‘social’, allowing
uhat for any paruicular case these terms may be irrelevanu or unhelpftil,
or din titeir apparent indigenous equivalenus mighu differ quiue mark
edly from thejr use in eiuher Western academic discourse or in titt many
Western folk discourses in which they occur.

lbis Suggeslion recalls an earlier argument made by MacConnack
Strathern (1980) about an equally pervasive contrasting pair of

in anubropology aud in Western folk discourse ‘nature’ and
‘culture’ (att Descola and Palsaon 1996). Titt overlapping domains of
fl iology and cukurelsociety underline ute point. While il may be
essy to find~betwen wljat antitropologisus call social and
biological aspects of kinship and certain indigenous notions, such

blances may be nuisleading. In any one of ute examples in this
VOL 0, it is clear we would have to be careftil to specify what each of
til t s might mean, where ute division between uhem mighu lit,
Stud iheir relativt penneability or boundedness, ss well as uheir relation
tO US models ofknowledge producuion.’2 Hutchinson’s deserip
bon of titt COnversiom which Nuer make between paper aud blood, or
guna cattie, vividly conveys uke potential to move beuween whau we

cd titt ‘biological’ and ritt ‘social’ - suggesting, in fac,, unity
1* sepflfio,i. Whag dit certus ‘biological’ aud ‘social’ would

men to particular Nuer or lilupiat is very mucit open to
t We can say quiue definitejy is that a conurast between ute

aud biologicai is central bort to titt anukropological analysis of
~ dto indigeuuus nordiem Buropean discourses and pracfices

teda . And hus brings us to ute contributiotus of Edwards and
anå en0. nouquet in ffii~ volume. These auttors art conctrned

tett OUt dit aruicuJauion of uhese two uerins in ute experience of
tcd in England aud in dit development of anubropological
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Edwards and Strathern begin with what city rightly perceive ss ‘the stninir
irnpasse set up by imagining kinship as divided between the “socü” and chapte;
“biological” inanifesmtions of itseif’. In order to avoid endlessly teprO kinship
ducing Ute tenns of diis debatt, instead of focusing on Ute conteneof Ute providc
terms social and biological in Alltowners’ idioms of relatedness, they not, on
explore their intersection 01 ‘interdigitation’ 1961).

One resident of Alkown reeouncs her concerns about losing touch emerge
witb an adopted cousin. Her husband has a similar concern over his cognati
fatber’s half-brother. Both titt half-brother and Ute adopted ceusin art to t&
understood to have an attenuated Jink with their families connected by Vezo, cl
less ‘concentrated’ ties than full members of their famiies. Hete Ute Ute pro
relationships art limited in terms of their apparently weaker biological would I
content. This tenuousness is increased wien Ute cousin and titt half
bronher move away, disappear, er lose touch and hete a social idiom is depletic
brougbn into play. In cheir daily lives Alltowners continually add on and Vezo, al
truneate cheir interconnections by bringing into play different kinds of and Str
link belonging to a family, or to a place, vanous kinds of ownersbip, aspects
nanies, biological des, etc. ibis material provides an inneresting contrast Acco,
winh Bodenhorn’s, for while Ute Iiiupiat are concerned simply to add on titt socii
relations, Alltowners also need to limit nhem. Severance may be caused to otbei
by simple lack of interest, losing toucb, or a trivial or more deliberate ad hete is
of forgetting, or it may come about through dit competing claims of connect
social and biological connection. And here once again Edwards and element
Strathern poinc to a significant contrast with titt Iöupiac. For Ute fletwork
Iâupiat, there is no particular tension between biological and social Jinks human,
between persons; biology does not extend or cut off connections. In Latour,
English statements about relatedness, however, social and biological (be pass.
claims both link and tnincate each odier. For example, when a gesta Singles
tional surrogate (who did not concribute titt ovum) gave up Ute child to Statlier
che commissioning motier, Ute ‘gift’ both connected Ute two motbetS Someduji
and divided them. The commissioning mother spoke in terms 4 furtit
immense gratitude of ‘the greatest gift of all’; Ute surrogate signalW MIOUId h
that she was giving up all fliture claims (cf. Ragoné 1994). fl’s i

Edwards and Strathern diseuss how inclusion and belonging art? relatec
positive overtones in English socialiny, and chese are reproduced 0
academic rendicions of kinship. In these rendinions we bear lintie a1W
Lite negative aspects of kinahip or community connection is sten
intrinsically desirable, while exclusion is cast in negative tef dc
Althougb anchropologists long ago pointed out titt potentially juli’
connections in kinship of titt English kind, they have tended to
limiting aspects as somehow extemal to kinship provided by fad t
like residence, land ownersbip, etc. ‘Social’ action was sten SS
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straining ‘natural’ des. Bedt Astuti’s and Edwarcls aud Strathern’s
chapters in this volume make refereuce to a mid-century debate in
Icinsitip theory over the ‘problem’ of cognatic kinship that it failed to
provide a basis for dit definition at discrete groups, aud hence could
not, on fra own, provide die organisatj~~5~ hast for society (att Freeman
1961). Titt signiflcaz~ of uniiineaJ descent in diii theory was fra
emergeuce front a kind of ‘natural’ undifferentiated background of
cognatie kinsitip, which was, ss Stradiern (I992c: 88) put it, equivalent
to titt creation of ‘society’ out of ‘nature’. Astuti shows how, for titt
Vezo, titt unilineal aud die cognatic iniages capture different aspects of
titt process of relatedness aud titt achieyement of personbood. But it

uld be quite problennijc to ses one of titese sa more ‘social’ or more
‘natural’ than dit otber. Nor woulcj it make sense to consider die
depletjon of relatedness, which is part of dit process of deadi for dit
Vezo, apart from titt context of relagedg~5 aud personhood Edwarcjs
aud Stradiern argue titat, far front being extraneons, dit self-liniiting

ta ofEnglish kinsJiip art an intriusjc part of kinshjp reckoning.
Accordingto Edwards aud Stratjiern, dit combination aud division of
~ ~ ~J aud biologicaj elemen~ is paradigmatjc ofkinship, as opposed

to Otber forms cl’ association in die Euro-Ame&.~ context. Kinshjp
is inherendy ‘hybrid’ They also suggest that Liten may be a

CO ~on between titt process of recombinatjon of heterogenecus
enis in Euro-~&~ lcinship aud dit contemponry interest in
o ha whjch focu~ on dit inter(iigitatjon of titt human aud non

titt material aud dit inamarer~j. In dit dieories of Brune
Latour, Which dity refer to) aud which I takt up below, nttworb signify
titt ~~age between domajus of a different ordet, aud, signiijcaudy, be

om dit divide between nature aud society~ Edwarcjs aud
Stfltbern Suggest Ehat dit internt in nttworirs of diis kind may welJ have
Sonie g to do widi indigenous kinship titinking. Thefr analysis takes

in understanding why die separation of dine two aspects
Sl’o been 80 central to dit development of an autitropological

kinsitip; it also holds suggestjve possibijitjes for future studie~
• tss.

p as academle discourqe
SChfltld a ?uted titt signjfica~~~ of procrcatjon in sudiropologicaj

Bofkinshipt0 fra centralityin Western pnctjce~ aud idioms of
g 0w cue front him, we may go furdier aud suggest
eparation of social aud biological aspects of kinshiptm ble to titt fruponance of separating dietn in indigenous
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Luropean relatedness. Tbe creative and dynamic potential of diese
Euro-American cultures of relatedness resides in part in dit endless
possibilities offered by dit separation aud reconibination et dieir con
stituent biological and social elements, and in die fi~nber impact et this
niode of reckoning on models of knowledge in general. Analytically,
however, ene might say that dit possibilities offered by a theory of
kinship which presumed their separation aud precluded die possibility
of their recombination were considerably mote sterile. Tbe effects of
this analytic separation were profound and, as Bouquet demonstrates, to
a great extent obscured by academic practice.

Drawing her inspiration (rom the work et Bramo Latour (1993),
Bouquet argues that the divisjon between social aud biological aspects
of kinship was a replication of anorher divisjon between dit social and
dit material in anthropology. Bouquet takes historical ethnograpbic
collections, which øre often reckoned to be part of dit prehistory of dit
disciptine, to represent tItt material, aud tItt study et kinship to repre
sent tItt social. Noting that dit demise of anthropology in tItt museum
collections of Lurepe coincided with tItt establishnient of dit disciplint
in academic institutions, Beuguet suggests that this spilt replicates the
divide in tItt study of kinship between in biological aud social manifesta
tions. Slit presents in With an ethnography et andiropological practice
in tItt form of two figures the genealogical diagram aud dit museum
display using tItt particular example of tItt ethnographic collection in
Oslo.

Bouquet n’aces tItt separation between dit domains of kinship study
in die academy aud tItt ethnographic collection in tItt museum, but her
argument is that there was an underlying conneccion. What she caliS
ptdigree thinicing’ informed bodi the museum collection aud tItt study
of Iciuship (set also Bouquet 1993a, 1996a). BotIt were strongly jflflw
enctd by nineteenth-century philology, an attempt to trace the confle~
dons and origins of languages and people. Tbe collection of km
terminology by Morgan, Rivers, and odiers, like diat of ethnograpblC
artefacts, was premised on dit genealogical conneciedness of hutfla0
groups, an idea derived from philology. Real er putative genealogicll
connections provided tItt rationale for displays in ethnograPN.
museums and made it possible to systematise dit displny of peoples
dit world, just as diey did for tItt display of kinship informatiofl l~
genealogical diagrams. Rivers’s transfonnation et pedigret intO
genealogical mediod, and dit visual representation of genealogl
diagrams, were critical steps. The diagranis, Bouquet argues, were til~’
less artefacts which, enicially, bad a biological referent. They enabW
separarion et tItt ‘biological’ frem dit csociaI~ in tItt study of kinship’
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Genealogical diagrams allowed kinship to be approprjatecj at home,
just ss dxc museum display represented dxc appropriation of ethno
graphic artefacts. The conneeting lines of dxc diagram art ‘silent
constsuctjons’ enabling us to uke in kiuship ‘at a glance’, a display of
slit coJlection of kinship in counterpart to dxc collection of objects
prcscnted to us in dit museum.

Bouquet’s excursus into our own intellectual history bas implicatiom
for contenxporary practice. Kinship diagrams, as slit notes, remain part
of dxc presentatjon of ethnography. They represent a kind of ‘purified
visjon’ of dxc people from whom they were collected. Tracing dir
historical connecifons bctween dir collection of kinship systems and
etbnograpffic collections enables US not just to rcconnect dir museum
aud dxc academy hus also to understand how dit separation of dxc social
aud slit biologicsJ in kinship became apparently seW.evident. And this
peint is one which is central to this volume ss a wholc. Hutchinson’s
present~tj~~ of’ Nuer relatedness, Stafford’s dcmoxxsiratjo~ of’ how dxc
process of fleldwork cruciafly affects our view of Chinese kinship,
Astuti’s attempt to match Vrzo relatedness to ciassical anthropologjcaj
models of bilateral or panilineal kinship, Lambert’s discussion of Raj
astliani ethnography in couuterpoint to other rendidons of Indian
OCiety, Edwards and Stradiern’s detalled examjnatjon of dxc interdigita.

of social and biological elemeuts lxx Englisli kinslxip all an
ed on making explicit slit effects of intellectuaj practice. They

Itycal W tflouquct terjps dxc ‘awlcwnd Isyen’ of ethuography, dit
p0 ta of contact bctween indigenous cultures of relatedness and par
ti anthropologjcaj practice.

nelusIon: flOn-modern kinahip
‘l7he Uke Bouquet makeg of Bruno Latour’s work IF. Have Never Eeen
Slott,,,1 (1993) offers some suggestive possibflidcs for dir flaure ofte
Stud of kxnslxip whicli art wortlx purstxing flirdaer. Latour argues diat
tW0proc~ 5 have ahaped dxc modern trajcctory The first is slit ‘work
°fPurxficatj13~’ sitat is, r]xc sepandon of nature aud society, wbcreby

la n P ~5tinig social intervention, to be discovcred byaud Society is seen as constructed by humans. Hete dir non
1~aaty 0$ titt aud slit humarity nr slit social sphere reinfbrcc caeb

1~’at 1993: 30). Tlxe second PrOceSS is that of ‘translation’, or
~ ‘,Whxch ‘creates mixturcs between endrely new types of
~,j’. Ybnds of nature and culture’ (p. 10). It is essentiaJ to dir“Cm P Jea that diese two processes arr kept separate frem each

Wt COnsider dxem togedxer, data we ane to be modern.
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However, transladon and purificadon art linked. Nature is actually
construeted in dit laboratory, akhough scientists claim to discover It. du
Titt separation between titt natural world, wbich is in fact construeted, a i
and titt social world, which is sustained by things, is reinforced by the do
separadon of ihe work of purification fram the work of translation
(p. 31). ide

Titt paradox is titat the modem consdtution actually allows the cm
proliferation of hybrids in spite of denying titt possibility of their fol
existence: of
Everything happens in titt ,niddle, everyiliing passes between the two, every- rel
titing happens by way of mediation, uansladon and neiworks, but this space lea
does not exist, it has no place. It is untliinkablt, titt unconscious of titt in
moderns. (1k 37) Lai
It is in chis sense that Latour argues that ‘we have never actuafly been md
modern. Modernity has never begun’ (p. 47). In contrast, those whoni /
titt moderns construed ss ~pre-moderns’ ‘were accused ef making 8 oth
horrible mishmash of tisings aud humans, of objects and signs, while pur
their accusers finally separated them totaHy to remix diem at once on 5 wh,
scale unlcnown until now’ (p. 39). While ‘pre-moderns’ endlessly use
connect nature and culwre, the ‘moderns’ reject these conneetions, con
refusing to admit the existence of hybrids. steG

Latour’s argument is, of course, highly relevant to titt separation (ef
between titt social and dit biological on which the study of kinship has Set
been based, aud which I have discussed here. Just as we can understand aug
dit processes set in train by dit new reproductive technologies as part of fon
titt ‘proliferation of hybrids’, which in titt end highlight titt contra I.
dietions of Ute modeni constitution, we can also understand someofthe Of c
analyses presented in this volume as dwelling on Ute ‘connectiom
between nature aud culture’. But Latour also offers a way out of tids to
impasse in suggesting that it is dit very division between nature end cUlt
society which is titt problem. If we abandon this divisjon, admitting i

‘culture is an artefact created by braeketing nature off’ (p. 104), ute”
titt field of a ‘new comparative antitropology’ opens up which ‘comp
nature-cukures’ (p. 96) for their similarities and differences in tIIC’~
constructions of titt world. Abandoning what he calls Ute Great pivid
offcrs Ute possibility of o truly holistic anthropology whirh focuseS
titt process of mediation and dit produetion ofhybrids.

Latour does not deny dit materiaiity of Ute physical world or
efficacy of scientifc practice. However science ‘works’, it don so 1Wt
its own terms, rhat is, by being disengageci from society, bul deSI~
being thoroughly part ofculture and politics. That science and its ob

‘nature’ — cannot be bracketed off fram society or politics is p
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die point which emerges from Swatliern’s aud odiers’ studies ol repro
ducdve teeknologjes which I discussed above. What Latour advoca~ is
a icind ol holisin which enables tas to trace dit connectjo~ bvee..~
domains which we have tended to keep analyiically separatetj’4

Latour’s language and project are undoubtedjy visionary not to ny
idealist. The solugjon he holds out to us is probably too nest to be
entirely conviucing. Strathern has noted that, for anthrop,gj~,
kliowing ‘networks’, in Latour’5 sense, wiil not always lead to acridque
of those pure fauns which are ol concern to Euro~A~nie&a~ or appear
relevant to a social analysis ol science aud tecbnology. Indeed, they may
lead in otherdire~.3ons kinship being one (1996:521). In theirchgjpter
in this Vohijne, Edwards aud Snffiet~ go further in suggesting that
Latour’s inter~ in netwo~jç~ might itseif be anotber nianijèstatj~ ol
indigenotas Ru 4~nerjcan lcinsliip thinlcing.

Abandoning the divide between nature aud society makes evident
other probj~s for the compandve projea — on what basis wifl we

e such coniparison? Aud this of course was ilie very problem
whjch led Schneidet. ro advocate abandoning ldnshjp altogetber. Our
ute of e tema relatednas in thig volume lisa effectively broadenerj dit
Comparatjyt franie, ss Stafford makes clear in chapter 2, but it simulta

ly begs the question ol whetlzer like is being compared with like
( . arnard aud Good 1984:188 9; Roly 1996: 167 70). RoldJng one

SSSUWPUOnS in view, we necessarijy obscure otliers. This may
that cert~j~ kinds ol Comparison wifl Contjnue to dernand more
t metj~j5 even ilwe refi~ some ol the oM definjtiop.~

Laujb s (1998) renijn~e~ ol the widespread occurrence ol Ute kind
tural dualis~~~ dis~»~~ hen is per’Jn~ (sen. 12, this chaptar).

Théte good reasopj why, rather dian abando~g biology, we need
to b et ~ USes ~~ cnJmrn to cioser scrutiny. The tross
CUI Comparison ol relatechiess is Undoubtedly one pronaising area
Ibr dolug so. fint w~ ~ ou~y~rry ~ ~~by sin

ing lrnw biology is used in our own analyrie aud evezyday
aud pnctic~ It is in this spirit that it may prove fruitfijl to
CCoUI~ such ss those which Rouquet and Edwards aud

Provide hete wjtli, 11w example, those ol Bodenjiorn or A4id-
V dit upiat ~» ~ j~ is ut thjs spirk that I talte

Ur’n f ~ ‘$ymine~~j~5j andiropology’ ss marking om an avenue

R
iS con~j~U~O~ hete, aud Stratjiern’s (1996) exploradon ol

t ol ‘n~p,0~ aud how networks art I1mited by ‘0pt5
p, whjci~ slit aud &1~€J~ punue in this volunie, may be

Steps in a ‘new comparative anthropology’. Wbat they
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offer is the possibility of exploring in the same comparative frame
English, Tftupiaq, Malay, Chinese, Indian, or Malagasy ways of being
related without relying on a very specific analytic distinction between
biology and culture, and without making strong presuppositions about
what constitutes kinship. It is because this distinetion has been so
central to dit analysis of kinship that we may cisim, if nothing else, to
have placed their similarities and differences in a fresh Iigbr.

This is of course not to reveal some (mitt truth, but to engage in an
intelleetual process (cf. Strathem and Lambek 1998 24). Otkers wiII no
doubt pursue the implications of this argument further both by
subjecting the division between biology and culture to furiher interroga
tion, and by suspending other sets of assumptions. There is no truly
authentic anthropological modelling of local cultures of relatedness.
Nevertheless, our aztempt to privilege these culmres of relatedness over
classical anthropological versions of what constitutes kinship may also
offer new possibilities et understanding how relatedness may be com
posed of various components — substance, feeding, living together,
procreation, emotion ekments which art themselves not necessarily
bounded entities but may overfiow or contain parts et each other or takt
new forms. None of these necessarily has priority or a predefined
content beyond that given to it by particular peopte. The only necessary
quality to the combination of these element in particular cultures of
relatedness is thac they incorporate the capacity to generate new mean
ings and new experiences of being related.

Notes

I In a vein similar to my argument hete, Marshall argues forcefully for aD
approach to kiaship which ‘allows us to view all connections among per$01~
in a single framework so that we might lesni wha they have in common
what differentiates Ehem’ (1977: 649; original italics). His analysis sh°’~
how ‘creatcd kinship’ among dit Trukese has che potential to be transforIfl~
inte biogenetic links, and that what these various forms et kinship have ~
comtnon is dit concepc of sharing. It is somewhat unelear at what level•
accepts the separation entailed in lik proposidon chat ‘lXvo logical p055t
lities exist in dit resim et kinship chat can be developed and elabofl
symbolically: no.wral (biogenetic) links among persons and cukwoi (creat
tics among person? (p. 650; original italics foomote oniiucd).

2 In dit introduecion to their volwne Bodies aud Persons: Comparaüve I’€
rivnfiom Africa aud Melanesia, A. Strathern and M. L.ambek (1998) nott
increasing tendeacy eidier to confine comparison to particular regions «
takt a very broad selecdon; dicy suggest chat there has been a
works wbich art devoted to coniparison between specifie regions (but
Carsten and Hugh-Jones 1995).
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A. Suarhein and M. Lambek (1998) flott
confine comparison to particular regions on0
dicy suggest chat there has hen a deeNne
zompaiison between specific regions (but

3 It is interesting to note chat dit chapter headings of two recent British
introductory texts that of Holy (1996) aud Parkin (1997) suggest a vicw
ofkinship for the most part unchanged kom titt ny studenis learnt it in
Britain in dit I 970s. The subject can scemingly stilt be encoznpassecf by
beadings such as ‘dit family’, ‘descent’, ‘lineage theozy’, ‘marriage’, ‘rein
cionship tenninology’, ‘alliance’. But enn hete there arr signs of change
Bom 1mai chapter is an extended discussion which focuses on titt role of
procreatjon, dit meanings of kinship, md dit relationgitip between biology
and culture. ‘11w work of Scbntider aud Straghern is centra] to bk discussion
(see 1996: 143 73). Holy staces, ‘Titt most significant development in dit
study of kinsbip hat been titt growing awareness of dit cukural specificity of
what were previonsjy taken to be dit natural facts on whid, all ldnship
systems wcre buik’ (p. 165).
On dit vtxed rtladon.ji~p between ‘physical’ and ‘secial’ kinship, att also
J. A. Barna (1961, 1973); Bestilt 1964); Gdliner (1957, 1960).
Akhough my argument hete focuses on Sdmeider, it is worth nodag tliat lit
was only one among a number of antitropologins who subiected dit whole
1des of kinahip as an auronojnous system to a sustsined cridque. Most
famousiy, Needham denionstrated how kinship aud its various componenta

marriage, descen~ incest, and termfr~oh,gia wtre so variable as to be no
on Ehan ‘odd-job words’ (1971a: 5). However, whereas Sclineider’s

analysis led bRu, to an iconoela~jc position which suggesttd chat dit study of
shouJd be abandoned, Needliam argued for a more moderate move

Waykorn en~pirfr~J generaJj~~005 Advocating a logical analysis cmploying
al cdteria which would allow more rigorous coniparåson, be noted chat

cli criteria would also make comparison more difficuk (1971a: IO_l3~
19 ~ See also Lcach (I96la, b); H. andO. Geertz (1975). Many of dit
Pflciparns in chat debates nevertheiesg continued to write about kinship
~ itto thtir studeats.

6 0 titt relation between science aud culture, md nanire aud cultire, att
ola Rabinow (1996a, b). Rabinow argues chat a fliturt effect of dit new

ogies (such ss the mappfr~g of titt hurnan genome) will be chat
O~ cukure being modejied on nature, nature will be modtllcd on

a(ure wlIl be lr.nown aud remade through techniqije and will
• beconie artificial, Just ni culture becomes natural.’ This would then

basis for Ovtrcomiag dit divide between nature and culture aud
~ dtlsoluiiun of dit category of dit ‘social’ (1 996a: 99). Similarly, in

InDre receat Work, Haraway (1997) wtites of an ‘iniplosion’ between
cukure. iNg ‘enterprised_up’ or ‘artifhctual’ nanue ‘stilt fiinc

* totmdationnz resource but in an inverted ny, chat is, through its
(P. 102). Mere it is by being ‘folly ar.ifacn,~p chat na~ure becomes a

anaj fot ilatutaiising tecbnoscience (pp. 102—3). Ses also Hayden’s
bi titt dcbat~5 around the Human Genome Diversity Project andt7~in which slit psys close atttntion to dit ‘discursive

, .~. (19%: 197) between ideas ofnature and culture~~wc ffitionofmOd~I~,d Involvedu, surrogacy amngements,

8 ‘CKUUt(1994, 1998)
tbevoii~~ derives kom a sesuon at dit 1992 American Anthro
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pological Associanon meetings which was hdd in honour of David
Schneider and is dedicated to bim.

9 3. Goody’s edited coUection Vie Developmenwi Cycie in Dornestic Gmups
(1958) is in some respeets an obvious exception. Pertes’s irnroduction,
however, underlined bow titt very separadon between domestic and poli
tico-jural domains implied an analytic hierarchy titt priniary signiftcance
of titt demestic domain lay in its structural role el furnishing and replen
ishing titt politico-jural radier than in titt comparative study of don,estic hIt
pene.

10 Se also Astuti (1998), wbo argues chat a dis inction between what is
acquired and what is innate is probably a universal cuhural phenosnenoit
Slit suggescs thac lite Wescern categories el sa aud gender come quite dose
to titt disdnction made by dit Vezo between aspects of Ute body which art
given (i.e. genitalia) and what is acquired — dit appropriate bebaviour for
men aud women. Broch-Due aud Rudie (1993: 32) also argue for dit
recendon of titt distinction between sex and gender, not ss ‘transccndental
categories’ but ‘theoretical constructs’ permitting specific compansons €4
dit way bodies art interpreted aud experienced in different cuhural contats
(see also Broch-Due 1993; Gay-y-Blasco 1997).

II Se also Marshali (1977: 649), who notes that Trukese ‘created sibling
reladonsbips’ art perceived ss ‘an improvement on nature’ in sitat they avoid
titt tensiens aud rivatries chat exist between consanguineal siblings.

12 Lambek’s (1998) nuanced diacussion of dit mindibody distinction is rele
vant hat. As be points out (p. 122 n. 12), tett is a parallel between this aud
dit nature/culture opposidon ss weu as chat between sex and gender (set
Astuci 1998). tanibek suggests chat such widespread dualisms should be
understood in ccrms of ‘incommensurability’. Tbey reveal ‘a common
horizon of ideas’ which may refiect universal aspeccs el human experienct.
But he also accepts chat best versions of tett distincdons wilI fall to make
‘complcte contact’ witb cheir Western equivalents. Rather than sinking into
relativism, he advocates engaging in fruitful comparison of such ‘alternativt
fermutations’ (p. 111).

13 Rsgoné demonstrates how invocation of dit gift in titt contexc of surrog~1
in America accomptishes a number of desired ends from che point el vitW øl
dit surrogate mothcr. Et negatcs a perceived cultural image of tite surrogaw
incerests as primarily commercial, and substitutes anotives of generosity ~d
akruism, which art mon appropnate to titt domsin of kinship (1994: 41
59 60, 71, 85). At titt same time, titt fact thac this gift is describtd•
passing frem titt surrogate to dit adoplive mether serves to draw atten
away frem titt reladon between dit surrogate and titt genetic &ther, W
carries negative connocations of adukery and illegitimacy. Instead, what
emphasised is s relationstip of sitaring aud reciprocity, and even sisterh
between ute cwo women (1994: 124, 128).

14 Se Viveiros de Casiro (1998) for a virtueso attempt to subject titt da
between nswre and culture to a rigorous cnnque by contrasung
categories with those which underlie Amaronian cosmologies.


